
Table B, Request for Waiver from Requirements in NASA Directives 
 
 

Requesting Responsible Office/Center:            

Directive Information 
Directive ID and subject: 
 
 
Identification of Requirement 
Requirement paragraph number and description in NPR 1400.1: 
 
 
Scope (e.g., site, facility, operation, and/or activity) and duration of the request: 
 
 
Justification: 

Describe the purpose/rationale for this request: 
 
 
 

Describe if application of the requirement conflicts with other requirements.  If not, check here □  

 
 
 

Describe if the application of the requirement would not achieve, or is not necessary to achieve the underlining purpose of 
the requirement. 
 
 

Describe the cost or schedule considerations related to the request.  If none, check here □ 

 
 

Describe the risks that will be incurred if the request is granted.  If none, check here □ 

 
 

Relief from Environment, Safety, Health, Security Requirements 
Describe special circumstances that warrant granting the request.   
 
 
Describe the actions that will be taken to ensure adequate safety and health and protection of the public, the workers, and 
the environment. 
 
 

Signatures 

Requesting Office’s Official-in-Charge, or designee: 
 
Name:        Signature:        

Revised Suspense Date: 
(Determine by DMT) 

 
 

Approving Office’s Official-in-Charge, or designee 
 
Name:        Signature:        

□ Approved 

□ Denied 

Justification for denial, if applicable, or additional information if approved.  
 
 

 
 

NRW -    


	NRW: 1400.155
	Requesting Responsible OfficeCenter: Office of Diversity and Equal Opportunity
	Directive ID and subject: NPR 2081.D52, NASA DEIA Strategic Governance Structure and Program, Including Special Emphasis Program and Employee Resource Group Management
	Requirement paragraph number and description in NPR 14001: NASA's policy for the Associate Administrator from Diversity and Equal Opportunity (AA, ODEO) to provide executive leadership and establish Agency policy in matters pertaining to discrimination complaints processing.
	Scope eg site facility operation andor activity and duration of the request: This waiver request covers the subject Agency-level Office of Diversity and Equal Opportunity (ODEO) directive, and is requested for a duration of 160 days.
	Describe the purposerationale for this request: The extension of 160 days will allow time for completing the dispositioning of the comments and management approval.
	Describe if application of the requirement conflicts with other requirements If not check here: 
	undefined: On
	Describe if the application of the requirement would not achieve or is not necessary to achieve the underlining purpose of the requirement: The application of the waiver is necessary to achieve the underlining purpose of the requirement, which is to publish the subject Agency-level ODEO policy directive, and can only be accomplished with additional time to complete the required review and approval process. 
	Describe the cost or schedule considerations related to the request If none check here: 
	undefined_2: On
	Describe the risks that will be incurred if the request is granted If none check here: 
	undefined_3: On
	Describe special circumstances that warrant granting the request: Due to the amount of comments received from the initial review, and the need for ODEO to integrate a more defined/revised DEIA governance board, additional time is needed to before the second review in NODIS.
	Describe the actions that will be taken to ensure adequate safety and health and protection of the public the workers and the environment: N/A
	Name: Ted Gutman, Deputy AA, ODEO
		2023-08-16T12:55:42-0400
	Theodore Gutman


	Revised Suspense Date Determine by DMT: 01/26/2024
	Name_2: Dennis Boccippio, Director OES
		2023-08-16T15:32:10-0400
	DENNIS BOCCIPPIO
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